CENTER SCHOOL’S INFECTIOUS DISEASE ACTION PLAN

Center School determines its response level based upon the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s three-phased, color-coded matrix as well as status and information from and coordination with local and state health and educational agencies.

Center School will be in one of the following phases when Pennsylvania is in the GREEN PHASE.

**MONITORING**
- **School in session**
  - Monitor activities locally and regionally.
  - Provide information to families.
  - Increase standard school cleaning and sanitizing procedures.

**LIMITING**
- **School in session**
  - Consider postponing outside groups’ events in our buildings; reschedule as possible.
  - Consider limiting audience attendance at Center School –hosted school activities.
  - Consider suspending student volunteers, visitors, etc..

**POSTPONING**
- **School in session**
  - Consider postponing all athletic and extracurricular activities; reschedule as possible.
  - Consider postponing all school-sponsored events; reschedule as possible.
  - Consider postponing all field trips; reschedule as possible.

Center School will be in the following phase when Pennsylvania is in the YELLOW or RED PHASE.

**CLOSING**
- **School closed**
  - Transition to Center School at Home.